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Volume two of the Georgia Journal of International and Comparative
Law consisted of two proceedings issues which were presented in lieu
of regular issues because of the special value of the topics considered in
those proceedings. Volume three will consist, however, of two regular
issues, presenting articles accepted by the 1972 and 1973 staffs. It is
anticipated that this regular issue format will be continued, and in the
future, proceedings will be presented either as additional issues or as an
inclusion in a regular issue.
The editors express appreciation to the Journal's subscribers for
their support during the difficult period inherent in establishing a new
publication. The Journal's present position of viability could not have
been reached but for the support accorded by the faculty of the Univer-
sity of Georgia Law School and in particular Deans J. Ralph Beaird,
C. Ronald Ellington and Lindsey Cowen.
A special expression of appreciation is due Professor Dean Rusk. He
has been generous in his encouragement and advice, and has shared his
experience and intellect with us in a scholarly and gracious fashion. In
appreciation for this association, the editors would like to dedicate Vol-
ume three to Professor Rusk.
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